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	The film The Outlaw Josey Wales is definitely a revisionist Western. Despite a preliminary test for Classical Western stereotypes, such as the good Christian woman and the hero who rides off into the sunset, returning positive, many smaller details of the film would not be found in a Classical Western. The movie portrays non-whites as humans. It displays the corruption and evil present in the government. It features a woman who can kill. More revisionist than these displays, though, is the portrayal of the hero's mission. Josey Wales, though he takes a great blow in the beginning and seems to come out on top in the end a la Ringo Kid from Stagecoach, throughout the movie is fighting a fight of dubious worth. He refuses to abandon the lost cause of the Confederates while pursuing a promise of revenge that damages him mentally and gradually furthers the distance between his character and that of the traditional Western hero.
	Wales spends the entire movie running from the United States Army. The Civil War has ended but he, a Confederate guerilla fighter, never surrendered, going so far as to attack a Union camp shortly after the surrender, and subsequent slaughter, of his comrades. His friend Fletcher was the one who had, after making a deal with Senator Jim Lane for the humane treatment of the group, suggested that they all go and turn themselves in. Humane treatment turned out to be execution, to the horror of both Wales and Fletcher. After Wales attacks the camp and makes a successful getaway with one survivor of the execution (at which point it becomes clear that Wales will never surrender), a greatly dismayed Fletcher says something about how Wales will never let him be for what he has done. Fletcher decides that it must be his task to either kill Wales or be haunted by his deeds for the rest of his life. Fletcher, now on the side of the Union, goes on to chase Wales until the final scene of the movie. Reference is made again and again to the fact that Wales is the only one who has not surrendered, and, though the Union has shown itself as far from perfect with the cold-blooded execution of Josey's group, Wales' stance of remaining opposed to the side deemed "morally right" by history can only be described as questionable.
	Also questionable is that, from the beginning of the film, Wales' primary motivation is revenge. Senator Lane's Redlegs killed his wife and child and destroyed his property for no discernible reason; Wales joins Bloody Bill and the guerilla group and fights against the Union as a means of avenging his family. In particular, Wales wants to kill Captain Terrill of the Redlegs, a man who with the help of Senator Lane became an officer in the Union Army. Even before Wales realizes that Fletcher's proposed surrender to the Union is a trap, he refuses to turn himself in. This is because if he turns himself into the government that endorses the people who murdered his wife and child, he will never have his revenge. As the rest of the group heads into the camp to surrender, he remains outside with a grim expression on his face. Jamie, the youngest member of the group and an admirer of Wales, makes as if to stay with him and not surrender. Wales pushes him to go with the rest, though, effectively claiming that there's no hope in continuing to resist. From the beginning, Wales knows that there's no victory awaiting him—all he wants is to avenge his family, and he's one man facing the entirety of a newly-reunited country. 
	The ideas of revenge and death never leave Wales. Though he runs from his pursuers and ends up sort of settling down in a more or less peaceful region with the companions he befriends along his way, the idea of turning around and going back to face Terrill and Fletcher is never out of reach. Were Wales to kill Terrill and Fletcher, his only goal would be accomplished and he would have nothing left to do in life. It can be assumed that he would not mind dying so long as he gets his revenge and thus the idea of mutual destruction is palatable to him. This mindset that revenge is all that's important and that his own life is of no value governs the actions of Wales in all of his interactions with enemies, potential or otherwise. This is especially illustrated in his meeting with Ten Bears; in a few words he explains to Ten Bears that what he would like is peaceful living, but that death is fine too because if Ten Bears has him killed then Ten Bears will also die. Wales constantly plays off the fact that other people value their own lives more than he values his and thus participates in a nice game of brinksmanship with just about everyone he encounters. This attitude is very similar to that expressed by Bishop and his men in the final shoot-out of The Wild Bunch, and is vastly different from attitudes expressed by heroes of Classical Westerns such as the aforementioned Ringo Kid—it is the attitude of a world-weary fighter, one who has nothing left to live for and who is ready to throw everything away in order to destroy.
	Wales seems to fall in love again, much to the joy of his companions, who are all pleased by signs of humanity in the hardened outlaw. However, while he might have been able to stay and live with his friends and the Comanche, it is his love that reminds him of the fact that revenge is his top priority. Shortly after consummating his relationship with Laura Lee, he has a nightmare of the Redlegs attacking his home and killing his wife, and he immediately begins making preparations to leave on his own. Though for a brief moment, he had thought to attain happiness with peace, it is clearly not possible; he is a dreadful outlaw with the blood of dozens on his hands, he never surrendered his pistols to the Union, he couldn't save Jamie's life. Though his heart is perhaps in the right place, his mind is not. His goal of revenge is founded in the flawed "eye for an eye" principle and he bases his entire life around that single goal. The only true happiness for him now is to kill Terrill and get his revenge.
	With the help of his companions, he miraculously attains his goal. Terrill and his Redlegs come to find Wales in Comanche territory, only to find a well-fortified building with guns sticking out of every window and door. Terrill flees. While his companions take care of the rest of the Redlegs unit, Wales chases down Terrill. For a minute or so, their roles are reversed: Terrill is now the one fleeing, and Wales the one pursuing. Wales catches up to Terrill and proceeds to mentally torture the man by going through the empty chambers of four six-shooters, every click causing the Redleg captain to flinch in terror. This torture is something that a traditional "good" Western hero would never do; he would gun Terrill down on the spot. Though Wales does not show it on his face, there is a certain sadism fueling his actions, a deep-seated desire to injure Terrill allowing him to get his revenge not just by killing but by keeping alive. This is most likely the result of years spent imagining how best to extract his revenge. As the unloaded guns continue to click, Terrill is completely at the mercy of Wales, as shown when Wales finally kills him with his own cavalry saber. A round of profound torture followed by a slow, painful death by steel is the final strike against Wales being "good"—though he is killing a terrible person who did terrible things, he is doing it in a terrible fashion, thus further distancing himself from the hero of the Classical Western. This is a sign of just how awful his drive for revenge was and how twisted he became as a result of the Redlegs attack on his home.
	Even having accomplished his goal of killing Terrill, he cannot rest until he has settled his score with Fletcher, the one who got their group slaughtered. He heads into the nearest town where he finds Fletcher, who, upon finding out that the Redlegs are dead, pretends to not recognize Wales and tells him that the "war is over" and that he'll "go look for Wales in Mexico." In denying Wales a final showdown, he is denying Wales the satisfaction of a somewhat glorious death. He is also denying himself the ease of mind that would come with knowing Wales is dead, and it is perhaps that act of self-flagellation that allows Wales to mount his horse and turn away. Though Terrill is dead and Fletcher no longer on Wales' tail, Wales is far from peace. Peace was farming and living with his family, and that is no longer possible for him. After joining the Confederate guerilla, peace became revenge and death. After his encounter with Fletcher, he heads back to his companions in Comanche territory where he will presumably try to start a new life with his new friends. The problem here is that he has been permanently scarred by his experience with the Redlegs and running from the Union soldiers, both physically and mentally. One can assume that becoming closer to Laura Lee will give him more nightmares of his family's death and that he will never be able to attain true happiness. Though he rides into the sunset, he does so wounded and defeated—there is nothing left to fight for, nothing left to accomplish.
	Wales at the end of the film is a broken character, victorious in only the most bare of technical definitions. After having fought for the losing side in the Civil War, after becoming an outlaw and being hunted through several states, after allowing his hatred for Terrill and his dream of revenge pervert his sense of justice and purpose, he is nothing like the heroes of Classical Westerns. This is the most important distinction in The Outlaw Josey Wales that makes the film a revisionist film. His only motivation to continue living throughout the film is revenge, the same revenge that served as a backdrop for his pro-Confederacy stance. His family, much like the freedom of the South, was dead from before most of the events in the movie, and thus his attempt to continue fighting for it was more or less meaningless. Though it's arguable that Terrill deserved death, his death did nothing to redeem Wales or bring back any of the things Wales had believed in. The whole time, Wales had been fighting for a lost cause. In Classical Westerns, the hero accomplishes his task and then moves on to the next thing. Ringo heads off for Mexico with Dallas. Hatton looks for the next city to tame. Wales does no such thing. The best he can do at the end of the film is retreat into a dark room and lick his wounds, both physical and mental.
